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Reform of Reform? A Talmudic
Reading
The 1999 Pittburgh Statement of Principles issued by the Central
Conference of American Rabbis is a fascinatig document on its own,
but one must read it in tandem with the three previous major Reform

statements: The Pittburgh Platform of 1885; the Columbus Guiding
Priciples of 1937; and the Centenary Perspective of 1976. It is in
ths context that it becomes especially intrguing.

1885

In the 1885 statement-which appeared shortly after the infamous
"treife dinner" which was the catalyst for the Conservative split away

, ,

from Reform-the words "Torah" "mitsvot" "revelation" and
"commandment" are kept off stage. Instead of Torah, we find
"Bible," "Holy Scriptures," and euphemisms like "Mosaic legislation"; and instead of mitsvot and commandments we have "ceremonies." Only the "moral

laws " of the Mosaic legislation, and only

"such ceremonies as elevate and sanctifY our lives" are binding; "all
such as are not adapted to the views and habits of modern civilza-

tion are rejected." Laws that "regulate diet, priestly purity and dress
originated. . . under ideas entirely foreign to our present mental and
spiritual state. . . (and) obstruct rather than further modern spiritual
elevation. . . . The Bible represents the primitive ideas of its own

age." Since "we consider ourselves no longer a nation but a religious
community," we do not expect "a return to Palestine. . . ." The
platform "rejects . .. belief in bodily resurrection and in Hell and

Paradise as abodes for everlasting punishment and reward." In fact,
anythng not in "accord with the postulates of reason" is rejected.

With such self-confident and assertive tropes did American
Reform leaders set out on what was to become a Sisyphean climb

towards spiritual elevation.

1937
By 1937, nineteenth century meliorism had gone up in the smoke
of Krstallnacht, Fascism was in full swing, and reality was no longer

as simple as it had once been conceived. The tone of the 1937
statement, though still in thrall of the general culture, reflects a tentative recognition of Jewish uniqueness. The word "Torah" takes a
full bow, .albeit with firm strings attached from backstage: In an
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echo of Pittsburgh, "certain of its laws have lost their binding force

with the passing of the conditions that called them forth"; and
"each age has the obligation to adapt the teachings of the Torah to
its basic needs. . . ." Sabbath and holy days are to be "preserved,"

prayer is to be "cultivated", and "su.ch customs, symbols and ceremonies as possess inspirational value" are to be "retained and developed," as is "the use of Hebrew in worship together with the vernacu-

1ar. . . ." Revelation makes a cameo appearance, albeit in the guise of "a

contiuous process, confined to no one group and to no one age."
Sti absent are mitsva and commandment. Significantly, the statement stresses that it is being presented "not as a fixed creed but as a
guide for the progressive elements of Jewry." But the 1937 statement
eschews the 1885 repudiation of Jewish tradition. In fact, it features
two major reversals: a) Palestine-the return to which was spurned in

1885-is mentioned positively as a "Jewish homeland" and as a
"promise of renewed life for many of our brethen"; and b) the earlier
pronouncement that Judaism is only a religious community is rejected.

Although there is philosophical movement between 1885 and
1937, Reform still equivocates in its calls for observance and Jewish
identity. Western culture is stil the avatar of spiritual living, and
individual Reform Jews are still encouraged tò make their own decisions about which customs and ceremonies they should perform.
1976
Forty years later, in 1976-after the Depression, World War II, and

the murder of six milion Jews-Western culture had lost much of
its glow. Thus the San Francisco "Centenary Perspective" avers that
"the spiritual emptiness of Western culture has taught us to be less
dependent on the values of our society and to reassert what remains
perennially valid in Judaism's teachings." But in the same breath it
asserts that "this past century (has) confirmed the essential wisdom

of our movement."
(Flying in the face of the assimilation, intermarriage, and Jewish
ignorance that even in 1976 was already rampant within Reform;

oblivious to its early categoric repudiation of the idea of a Jewish
homeland, and its stubborn rejection of Jewish uniqueness in favor
of the now morally bankrupt Western culture; unmindful of consistently having bet on so many wrong horses in the past centurythis calm confidence about the wisdom of Reform is a bit jarring.)
Nevertheless, the 1976 Reform model inches closer to the classi-

cal Jewish tradition. To be sure, it still shies away from commandment and mitsva, but "emphasis on duty and obligation" enters the
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scene, and these include "daily religious observance, keeping the
Sabbath and holy days. . . ." But this is not to be viewed as an abandonment of the historic devotion to personal freedom of choice, for
the section quickly backtracks: "Jewish observance" is "differently
perceived" by individual Reform Jews, who are called upon to "exercise their individual autonomy, choosing and creating. . . ." The term
"autonomy," hinted at in earlier statements but never specified, has in

the world of 1976 become a PC buzzword in liberal circles, and
appears for the fist time in ths statement. But the inclusion of phras-

es lie duty, obligation, daily religious observance, Sabbath and holy
days-even if fuzzy and undefined-is significant. And, in a further
turnaround, the state of Israel here looms larger than ever before.
The state must be assisted in every way. Even aliya is encouraged.

1999
As the century winds down, an ideological barrier looms directly in

front of Reform. While it claims millons of adherents in the USA
alone, and while the other movements can learn much from its

organizational strengths, these virtues have not been sufficient to
stem the ravages inflicted by indifference, defections, and an aston-

ishing rate of intermarriage. This internal hemorrhaging has not
been stemmed by the recognition of patrilineal descent and by
large-scale conversions. So powerful have been the inroads of assimilation, and so widespread are Reform i s relatively easy conversion
procedures, that numerous Reform communities today are being

led by individuals whose J ewishness is not recognized by two-thirds
of the Jewish people; i.e., not by Conservative Jewry, and certainly
not by the Orthodox. Reform leadership is not entirely blind to this
phenomenon, and there is a struggle within the Reform movement

between those who want to return to a more traditional stance, and
those who are pushing for even further liberalization.

The 1999 statement's Preamble "affirms the central tenets of

Judaism-God, Torah and Israel," but these are left ambiguous.
Gods "reality and oneness" are affirmed in the next paragraph, but
whether this is a personal God, a God Who commands, a God to
Whom one can pray, Who sees and observes and cares and Who
exercises reward and punishment (and whether this God requires
upper case letters for its pronouns) is not addressed. These issues
are in fact avoided, and in deference to those whose personal autonomy is threatened even by this modicum of affirmation, the very

next sentence dilutes it to acceptable strength: ". .. even as we may
differ in our understanding of the Divine presence."
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This is the singular thread that runs through the four Statements. Whenever certain principles of Judaism are affirmed, every

individual Reform Jew retains the right to his or her own under-

standing of those principles, as well as the right to decide what he

or she should or should not believe, and how he or she should
behave as a Jew. The one echo that resounds throughout is the predictable escape clause: "differ in our understanding," "our varied
understandings," "differently perceived," "obligation to choose,"
"adapt Torah to our needs," or "exercise individual autonomy." (I
now understand why a Reform college student once told me that

he "loves Judaism: it makes no demands on anyone and allows you
to pick and choåse what is important.")

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that while God, Torah,
and Israel play significant roles in Reform, there is only one belief
that is truly central and has attained canonical sanctity: the notion
of personal autonomy. Any central tenet is subject to one i s personal

right to accept or reject, but what cannot be rejected, what is the
absolute, cardinal and unalterable principle-a virtual yehareg v1al

ya1avo1"is autonomy. This is transcendent; its august presence hovers over every set of

principles from 1885 through 1999.

So central a credo is this that any phrasing that even whispers of
authority are immediately rectified. Thus, on the one hand "the

Torah remains (our J dynamic source of life"; but on the other
hand, we have "the obligation to adapt the Torah to our basic
needs. . . ." There is an "emphasis on duty and obligation. . . daily
religious observance. . . Sabbath and holy days"; but Reform Jews
are "called upon to exercise their individual autonomy, choosing
and creating . . . ." ( 1976). "The whole array of mitsvot' is to be
studied; but only those mitsvot "that address us as individuals and as

a community. . ." need to be fulfilled (1999). No one is ever told
how to behave: Mikha1s "ma Hashem doresh mimekha" ("what doth

you") is transformed into "what doth the Lord
(Who is open to "varied understandings") recommend as a good
idea if it addresses you or inspires you."
The dialectic between autonomy and authority, of course, is not
limited to Reform. It is the common lot of all those who seek God.
Orthodox Jews who strive to submit their lives to the authority of
the Lord require of

God, Torah, and halakha are not immune to the tension that is exert-

ed by autonomy, and to the inevitable internal-and eternal-struggle between the two. Ultimately, however, halaka insists that autonomy yield to authority. The very opposite has prevailed in Reform.
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More on 1999
That ths is now changing and that there is in fact a struggle within
Reform between autonomy and authority is evident from a careful

parsing of the delicately worded language of the 1999 statement.
Although the statement contains the boilerplate that is endemic to
all documents-by-committee, there is evidence between the lines of
the push and pull between the two elements.

The section on God is revealing. "We encounter God's pres-

ence in moments of awe and wonder, in acts of justice and compassion, in loving relationships and in the experience of everyday life."
This is generic theology which sidesteps the central issues of the
God-human relationship. But then we encounter a significant line:

we should respond to God daily through public and private prayer,

"though study and through performance of other mitsvot . . . ."
Here there is no qualifier about choosing which mitsvot-a nod to
the traditionalists.
It goes on blandly to affirm faith despite the evil in the world,

and a trust in the "tradition's promise" that though we are finite,

"the spirit within us is eternal." It concludes, "God gives meaning
and purpose to our lives." Lofty sentiments, but what is not
spelled out is crucial: affirmation of God's presence does not necessarily obligate anyone, as a believing Jew, to perform any particular deeds.
The autonomists can take heart again.
The parry and thrust of this document is most apparent in the
section on Torah, in which Divine revelation is sidestepped by "we
cherish the truths revealed in Torah, God's ongoing revelation to

-our people. . . . (One wonders about that word, "cherish". Was
there a debate about using a more appropriate word like "revere,"
with its echoes of responsibilty and obligation?) Obviously, the

tic, a special and singular point in time
when God revealed Himself to all Israel, but a continuing revelation
revelation here is not Sinai

of God. Ongoing revelation certainly exists, but without the pinnacle of Sinai, the ongoing kind loses force and power.
Mitsvot are referred to again in 1999: "We are committed to
the ongoing study of the whole array of mitsvot, and to the fulfillment of those that address us as individuals and as community"
(emphasis added). It is not specified who determines which mitsvot

"address us" and which do not-although the same section recognizes that "mitsvot (are J the means by which we make our lives
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holy." Nor is it made clear whether our lives are made more holy by

mitsvot which do not "address us." While autonomists can take
heart in this, there is an obvious curtsy to the traditionalists when
the statement suggests that "although some mitsvot, sacred obliga-

tions, have long been observed by Reform Jews, others, both
ancient and modern, demand renewed attention as the result of the
unique context of our own times."
To wend one i s way through this statement is difficult because of

the underlying, and probably unavoidable, ambiguities. Is "demand
renewed attention" designed to encourage one to perform additional
mitsvot that were heretofore neglected, or merely to examine them

and consider them? It is not clear why it should be that, although
"some mitsvot have long been observed by Reform Jews," other
mitsvot now deserve only "renewed attention." Beyond ths, what is
an ancient mitsva and what is a modern one? And does "the unique
context of our own times" suggest that sacred obligations gain or
lose sanctity depending on the context of one1s times? Further, are
not all times unique?
To be sure, the cobbling together of a statement that will satisfY competing agendas is a major diplomatic achievement. That the

final version wil lack laser-like coherence and wil contain some
platitudes is a hazard faced by every group. But this should not
detract from the fact that such traditional verbiage has issued forth
from the spiritual grandchildren of the framers of the 1885 statement. Better pro-Jewish boilerplate than anti.

The 1999 statement represents a recognition of the realities

of contemporary Jewish life. For the last generation Reform,
together with Conservative Judaism, have held the reins of
Jewish life in America. Theirs has been the influence and the
power to affect Jewish life. On their watch, American Judaism
gained unprecedented acceptance and respect among non-Jews,

while at the same time sinking to historically low levels of religious literacy. To be sure, the internal condition of American

Judaism cannot all be laid at their doorstep, but certainly part of
the cause was their fierce desire to be in the vanguard of liberal

American life, and not to revert to the outmoded ways of the
past. They strove mightily to attain the position they now occupy

in American life, but along the way they surrendered much of
Jewish particularity. Having achieved acceptance by the Nations,
they have wily-nily ignored the Biblical warning about becoming "like the Nations."
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Simultaneously, Orthodox Judaism, although small and unfashionable, grew in influence, stature and power, and has gained the
upper ideological hand in the battle for Jewish souls. While there is
no justification for the triumphalism of some Orthodox circles, and
while Orthodoxy suffers from a many internal problems, it cannot
be gainsaid that the Orthodox have dramatically lower rates of
intermarriage and assimilation, a more stable family life, and that

the products of its networks of schools and yeshivot are literate,
learned, and self-confident Jews.

Thus it is that Reform-underneath its anti-Orthodox belligerency-seems to have begun, very quietly, to emulate the ways

of the Orthodox. There is movement towards textual studies and
towards mitsva observance in many Reform Temples in the USA;
there are Reform day schools, talk of Reform kollelim, and Reform
schools advertise that they learn Bet Midrash style complete with

havrutot. Miltant anti-Orthodox rhetoric may emanate from some
Reform pulpits, but downstairs, in the boardrooms and classrooms,
there is a candid recognition that the maybe-yes-maybe-no program
for Jewish life has failed, and we see occasional evidence of a search
for new-old approaches.
This is not to deny the unpleasant facts on the ground. Reform
rabbis officiate at marriages between Jews and non-Jews, sometimes
together with non - Jewish clergy; lesbian and homosexual spiritual
leaders are found in Reform pulpits; and, of course, the quickie
Reform conversion procedures stil cannot be taken seriously by

anyone committed to halakhic standards. In fact, the 1999 statement in effect concedes the futility of these conversions when it
officially welcomes the intermarried, even the non-converted, into

the fold. ("We are an inclusive community, opening doors to Jewish
life . . . to all . . . including the intermarried, who strive to create a
Jewish life." How

the faith can strive with

a Jew who marries out of

a non-Jewish spouse-who has not even undergone a pro-forma

conversion-to create a Jewish life is an interesting oxymoron.) It is
altogether a rather unbecoming scene.
***

Before such a confusing backdrop, one is hard-pressed to decipher
the signs. In whose hands lies the future shape of Reform: with
those who call for holiness and mitsva observance, or with those
who pay the inevitable homage to the mindless mantras du jour;
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with those Reform rabbinical students at New York's Hebrew
Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion who observe Shabbat
and kashrut and pray daily with tallit and tefillin, or with those who
are enraged by such traditional practices?

That there are stirrings beneath the surface is apparent, but
whether these stirring are strong enough to reverse Reform i s slide

into religious oblivion is beyond the ken of ordinary mortals.
The heirs of 1885 have embarked on a long journey, but clearly
have a long way to go if they are to return to the palimpsest of clas-

sical Judaism. An Orthodox Jew who loves both practicing and
non-practicing Jews can only pray to the God of us all that in the
next century Reform leadership wil follow its better instincts, step
back from the precipice, and bring back to the sacred disCipline of

Torah their many followers who wil surely respond to courageous
and visionary direction. The 1999 statement indicates that it is still
possible to do so.

¿Ç F-EMANUEL FELDMAN

Postscript: Just as this article was being completed on a hopeful
note, the Reform rabbinate approved a resolution permitting its

member rabbis to officiate at homosexual weddings. My hope has
now been shown to have been credulous and naive. Rather than
turning back towards classical Judaism, Reform has now lurched
into a morass from which it wil be difficult to extricate itself. To
grant an official imprimatur to such liaisons is not only an outright
rejection of Leviticus 18; and a severe blow to the institution of

family in Jewish life; and a crippling assault on Jewish unity; and a
stunning setback for the traditionalist elements within Reform. It

also rips into tatters the remaining threads that once connected
Reform to classical Judaism. It is one thing to tolerate anti-Torah
behavior; it is quite another to give it a hekhsher. This is what

Midrash Rabba (Bereishit 26:5) has in mind when it states that God
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did not seal the doom of the Generation of the Flood until they
began writing "ketubot' contracts (gumasiot) for sodomic relationships. It is very likely self-delusion, but one must pray even at ths

critical juncture that saner heads wil prevail, and that Reform1s
pell-mell slide into self-immolation-which wil drag with it
milions of innocent Jews-will somehow be stemmed.
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